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Deconstruction and the Visual Arts brings together a series of
new essays by scholars of aesthetics, art history and
criticism, film, television and architecture. Working with the
ideas of French philosopher Jacques Derrida, the essays
explore the full range of his analyses. They are modelled on
the variety of critical approaches that he has encouraged,
from critiques of the foundations of our thinking and
disciplinary demarcation, to creative and experimental
readings of visual 'texts'. Representing some of the most
innovative thinking in the various arts disciplines, these
contributions offer important challenges to existing
disciplinary orthodoxies. Also included in this volume is a long
interview with Derrida, published here for the first time.
The book is a comprehensive phenomenological study of
meanings that are unique to the major visual art forms.
The Art of Jazz explores how the expressionism and
spontaneity of jazz spilled onto its album art, posters, and
promotional photography, and even inspired standalone
works of fine art. Everyone knows jazz is on the cutting edge
of music, but how much do you know about its influence in
the visual arts? With album covers that took inspiration from
the avant-garde, jazz's primarily African American musicians
and their producers sought to challenge and inspire listeners
both musically and visually. Arranged chronologically, each
chapter covers a key period in jazz history, from the earliest
days of the twentieth century to today's postmodern jazz.
Chapters begin with substantive introductions and present the
evolution of jazz imagery in all its forms, mirroring the shifting
nature of the music itself. With two authoritative features per
chapter and over 300 images, The Art of Jazz is a significant
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contribution to the literature of this intrepid art form.
The revised and expanded edition of the market-leading art
appreciation college textbook
Sutton's work explores what it is that bestows the designation
'art' on an artwork.
Bakhtin and the Visual Arts is the first book to assess the
relevance of Mikhail Bakhtin's ideas as they relate to painting
and sculpture. Deborah Haynes' in-depth study of Bakhtin's
aesthetics, especially his theory of creativity, analyzes its
applicability to contemporary art theory and criticism. With
such categories as answerability, outsideness and
unfinalizability, Bakhtin, the author posits, offers a conceptual
basis for interpreting the moral dimensions of creative activity.
For over a quarter of a century this art historical tour de force
has consistently proved the classic introduction to
humandkind's artistic heritage. From our Paleolithic past to
our digitised present, every continent and culture is covered
in an articulate and well-balanced discussion--a broad and
epic canvas that omits none of the fine detail. In this Revised
Seventh Edition, contemporary art historian Michael Archer
has brought the account of contemporary art up to date,
reflecting the latest developments that continue to shape out
cultural history.
The first book to explore the theory and practice of oral
history as a methodology across a wide range fields including
art, design, fashion, textiles, museum studies, history and
craft.

“A curator, a paintings conservator, a photographer,
and a conservation scientist walk into a bar.” What
happens next? In lively and accessible prose, color
science expert Roy S. Berns helps the reader
understand complex color-technology concepts and
offers solutions to problems
that occur when art is
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displayed, conserved, imaged, or reproduced. Berns
writes for two types of audiences: museum
professionals seeking explanations for common
color-related issues and students in conservation,
museum studies, and art history programs. The
seven chapters in the book fall naturally into two
sections: fundamentals, covering topics such as
spectral measurements, metamerism, and color
inconstancy; and applications, where artwork
display, painting materials, and color reproduction
are discussed. A unique feature of this book is the
use of more than 200 images as its main medium of
communication, employing color physics, color
vision, and imaging science to produce visualizations
throughout the pages. An annotated bibliography
complements the main text with suggestions for
further reading and more in-depth study of particular
topics. Engaging, incisive, and absolutely critical for
any scholar or student interested in color science,
Color Science and the Visual Arts is sure to become
a key reference for the entire field.
Understand modern art on their own.
This essays explore how conceptions of art -and
resulting historical narrativesdiffer according to
culture.
This classic book uses an exceptional art program,
featuring impeccable accurate five-color illustrations,
to introduce readers to the vast world of painting,
sculpture, architecture, photography, and the minor
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arts. With its effectively written, balanced, and
interesting narrative, this book presents art as a
succession of styles--from Prehistory through the
20th century--and enlarges the readers' capacity to
appreciate works of art individually. Written more
than 40 years ago, this text has been constantly
reworked to respond to the needs of this everchanging field. A reference work suitable for those
employed in all art media, including painters,
sculptors, photographers, and architects.
Winner, 2016 Liz Carpenter Award for the Research
in the History of Women, presented at the Texas
State Historical Association Annual Meeting At Fair
Park in Dallas, a sculpture of a Native American
figure, bronze with gilded gold leaf, strains a bow
before sending an arrow into flight. Tejas Warrior
has welcomed thousands of visitors since the Texas
Centennial Exposition opened in the 1930s. The
iconic piece is instantly recognizable, yet few people
know about its creator: Allie Victoria Tennant, one of
a notable group of Texas artists who actively
advanced regionalist art in the decades before World
War II. Light Townsend Cummins follows Tennant’s
public career from the 1920s to the 1960s, both as
an artist and as a culture-bearer, as she advanced
cultural endeavors, including the arts. A true
pathfinder, she helped to create and nurture art
institutions that still exist today, most especially the
Dallas Museum of Art, on whose board of trustees
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she sat for almost thirty years. Tennant also worked
on behalf of other civic institutions, including the
public schools, art academies, and the State Fair of
Texas, where she helped create the Women’s
Building. Allie Victoria Tennant and the Visual Arts in
Dallas sheds new light on an often overlooked artist.
One of the issues underlying current debates
between practitioners of art history, visual culture
and aesthetics is whether the visual is a unique,
irreducible category, or whether it can be assimilated
with the textual or verbal without any significant loss.
Can paintings, buildings or installations be 'read' in
the way texts are read or deciphered, or do works of
visual art ask for their own kind of appreciation? This
is not only a question of choosing the right method in
dealing with visual works of art, but also an issue
that touches on the roots of the disciplines involved:
can a case be made for the visual as an irreducible
category of art, and if so, how is it best studied and
appreciated? In this anthology, this question is
approached from the angles of three disciplines:
aesthetics, visual culture and art history. Unlike
many existing overviews of visual culture studies, it
includes both painting and architecture, and
investigates historical ways of defining and
appreciating the visual in their own, contemporary
terms. Dealing with the Visual will be of great use to
advanced students because it offers an overview of
current debates, and to graduate students and
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professionals in the field because the essays offer indepth investigations of the methodological issues
involved and various historical ways of defining
visuality. The topics included range from early
modern ways of viewing pictures and sixteenthcentury views of Palladio's villas in their landscape
settings to contemporary debate about whether there
is life yet in painting.
Discover the history of Western art - from prehistory
to the 21st century - through profiles of over 650
artists and their key works. Covering every era and
over 650 artists, this comprehensive, illustrated
guide offers an accessible yet expansive view of art
history, featuring everything from iconic works and
lesser-known gems to techniques and themes.
Offering a comprehensive overview of Western
artists, themes, paintings, techniques, and stories,
Art- A Visual History is packed full of large, fullcolour images of iconic works and lesser-known
gems. Covering every era, from 30,000BCE to the
present, it includes features on the major schools
and movements, as well as close-up critical
appraisals of 22 masterpieces - from Botticelli's
Primavera to J. M. W. Turner's The Fighting
Temeraire. With detailed referencing, crisp
reproductions and a fresh design, Art- A Visual
History is a must-have for anyone with an interest in
art history - from first-time gallery goers to
knowledgeable art enthusiasts. What makes great
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art? Discover the answer now! Art- A Visual History
is a must-have for anyone interested in the subject.
Bringing together an international range of scholars,
as well as filmmakers and curators, this book
explores the rich variety in form and content of the
contemporary art documentary. Since their
emergence in the late 1940s as a distinct genre,
documentaries about the visual arts have made
significant contributions to art education, public
television, and documentary filmmaking, yet they
have received little scholarly attention from either art
history or film studies. Documenting the Visual Arts
brings that attention to the fore. Whether considering
documentaries about painting, sculpture,
photography, performance art, site-specific
installation, or fashion, the chapters of this book
engage with the key question of intermediality: how
film can reframe other visual arts through its specific
audio-visual qualities, in order to generate new ways
of understanding those arts. The essays illuminate
furthermore how art documentaries raise some of
the most critical issues of the contemporary global
art world, specifically the discourse of the artist, the
dynamics of documentation, and the visuality of the
museum. Contributors discuss documentaries by
filmmakers such as Frederick Wiseman, Lynn
Hershman Leeson, Jia Zhangke, and Trisha Ziff, and
about artists such as Michael Heizer, Ai Weiwei, Do
Ho Suh, and Marina Abramovi?. This collection of
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new international and interdisciplinary scholarship on
visual art documentaries is ideal for students and
scholars of visual arts and filmmaking, as well as art
history, arts education, and media studies.
This volume explores how the visual arts are
presenting and responding to Christian theology and
demonstrates how modern and contemporary artists
and artworks have actively engaged in conversation
with Christianity. Modern intellectual enquiry has
often been reluctant to engage theology as an
enriching or useful form of visual analysis, but critics
are increasingly revisiting religious narratives and
Christian thought in pursuit of understanding our
present-day visual culture. In this book an
international group of contributors demonstrate how
theology is often implicit within artworks and how,
regardless of a viewer’s personal faith, it can
become implicit in a viewer’s visual encounter. Their
observations include deliberate juxtaposition of
Christian symbols, imaginative play with theologies,
the validation of non-confessional or secular public
engagement, and inversions of biblical interpretation.
Case studies such as an interactive Easter, glowsticks as sacrament, and visualisation of the Bible’s
polyphonic voices enrich this discussion. Together,
they call for a greater interpretative generosity and
more nuance around theology’s cultural contexts in
the modern era. By engaging with theology, culture,
and the visual art, this collection offers a fresh lens
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through which to see the interaction of religion and
art. As such, it will be of great use to those working
in Religion and the Arts, Visual Art, Material Religion,
Theology, Aesthetics, and Cultural Studies.
The Visual Arts: A HistoryLaurence King Publishing
Interviews are becoming an increasingly dominant
research method in art, craft, design, fashion and
textile history. This groundbreaking text
demonstrates how artists, writers and historians
deploy interviews as creative practice, as 'history',
and as a means to insights into the micro-practices
of arts production and identity that contribute to
questions of 'voice', authenticity, and authorship.
Through a wide range of case studies from
international scholars and practitioners across a
variety of fields, the volume maps how oral history
interviews contribute to a relational practice that is
creative, rigorous and ethically grounded. Oral
History in the Visual Arts is essential reading for
students, researchers and practitioners across the
visual arts.
By applying philosophical and historical perspectives
to drawing instruction, this volume demonstrates
how diverse teaching methods contribute to
cognitive and holistic development applicable within
and beyond the visual arts. Offering a new
perspective on the art and science of drawing, this
text reveals the often-unrecognized benefits that
drawing can have on the human mind, and thus
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argues for the importance of drawing instruction
despite, and even due to contemporary digitalization.
Given the predominance of visual information and
digital media, visual thinking in and through drawing
may be an essential skill for the future. As such, the
book counters recent declines in drawing instruction
to propose five Paradigms for teaching drawing – as
design, as seeing, as experience and experiment, as
expression, and as a visual language – with
exemplary curricula for pre-K12 art and general
education, pre-professional programs across the
visual arts, and continuing education. With the aid of
instructional examples, this volume dispels the
misconception of drawing as a talent reserved for the
artistically gifted and posits it as a teachable skill that
can be learned by all. This text will be of primary
interest to researchers, scholars, and doctoral
students with interests in drawing theory and
practice, cognition in the arts, positive psychology,
creativity theory, as well as the philosophy and
history of arts education. Aligning with contemporary
trends such as Design Thinking, STEAM, and
Graphicacy, the text will also have appeal to visual
arts educators at all levels, and other educators
involved in arts integration.
The arts sector is of vital importance to the global
economy and students aspiring to a career in the
visual arts are increasingly required to gain an
understanding of the business side of the arts world.
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This textbook introduces the field of arts
management with a focus on visual arts. Visual Arts
Management provides the first comprehensive
textbook to the art business. The book covers the full
range of the art world from contemporary galleries,
secondary market, auction houses, art fairs, and
museums. Topics include overviews of the distinct
sectors of the business, but also delves in to
technical topics: curatorship, antiques, cultural
heritage compliance, marketing, art criticism,
taxation, customs, insurance, transportation,
appraising, conservation, and connoisseurship. Each
chapter concludes with a real-world case study to
provide cautionary tales of the dangers and pitfalls of
the art business. This unique textbook, authored by
an experienced instructor, presents a global
perspective on the rapidly developing art business in
a way that is relevant for arts management classes
and art professionals worldwide.
Seeing Differently offers a history and theory of
ideas about identity in relation to visual arts
discourses and practices in Euro-American culture,
from early modern beliefs that art is an expression of
an individual, the painted image a "world picture"
expressing a comprehensive and coherent point of
view, to the rise of identity politics after WWII in the
art world and beyond. The book is both a history of
these ideas (for example, tracing the dominance of a
binary model of self and other from Hegel through
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classic 1970s identity politics) and a political
response to the common claim in art and popular
political discourse that we are "beyond" or "post-"
identity. In challenging this latter claim, Seeing
Differently critically examines how and why we
"identify" works of art with an expressive subjectivity,
noting the impossibility of claiming we are "postidentity" given the persistence of beliefs in art
discourse and broader visual culture about who the
subject "is," and offers a new theory of how to think
this kind of identification in a more thoughtful and
self-reflexive way. Ultimately, Seeing Differently
offers a mode of thinking identification as a "queer
feminist durational" process that can never be fully
resolved but must be accounted for in thinking about
art and visual culture. Queer feminist durationality is
a mode of relational interpretation that affects both
"art" and "interpreter," potentially making us more
aware of how we evaluate and give value to art and
other kinds of visual culture.
An illustrated history of the visual arts from
prehistory through the end of the twentieth century,
covering painting, mosaic, drawing, printmaking,
sculpture, architecture, and photography, as well as
an assortment of so-called minor arts.
What is the relation of art and history? What is art
today? Why does art affect us? In Field Notes on the
Visual Arts, 75 scholars, curators, and artists
traverse chronology and geography to reveal the
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meanings and dilemmas of art. Organized under
eight major headings – Anthropomorphism,
Appropriation, Contingency, Detail, Materiality, Time,
and Tradition – the contributions are written by
historians of art, literature, culture and science, as
well as archaeologists, anthropologists,
philosophers, curators and artists. By bringing
together voices that are generally separated both
inside and outside the academy, Field Notes on the
Visual Arts makes clear that the work of art is both
meaningful and resistant to meaning.
In Finding Voice, Kim Berman demonstrates how she was
able to use visual arts training in disenfranchised
communities as a tool for political and social transformation in
South Africa. Using her own fieldwork as a case study,
Berman shows how hands-on work in the arts with learners of
all ages and backgrounds can contribute to economic stability
by developing new skills, as well as enhancing public health
and gender justice within communities. Berman’s work, and
the community artwork her book documents, present the
visual arts as a crucial channel for citizens to find their
individual voices and to become agents for change in the
arenas of human rights and democracy.
DIV Fictions of Art History, the most recent addition to the
Clark Studies in the Visual Arts series, addresses art
history’s complex relationships with fiction, poetry, and
creative writing. Inspired by a 2010 conference, the volume
examines art historians’ viewing practices and modes of
writing. How, the contributors ask, are we to unravel the
supposed facts of history from the fictions constructed in
works of art? How do art historians employ or resist devices
of fiction, and what are the effects of those choices on the
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reader? In styles by turns witty, elliptical, and plain-speaking,
the essays in Fictions of Art History are fascinating and
provocative critical interventions in art history. /div
The definitive survey of Western art is now available in a
deluxe, one-volume slipcased edition, bound in rich cloth and
stamped in gold foil. 1,243 illustrations, 736 in color. 111 line
drawings. 12 maps.
A to is Riegl (1858-1905) was one of the greatest modern art
historians. The most important member of the so-called
"Vienna School," Riegl developed a highly refined technique
of visual or formal analysis, as opposed to the iconological
method with its emphasis on decoding motifs through
recourse to texts. Riegl also pioneered understanding of the
changing role of the viewer, the significance of non-high art
objects or what would now be called visual or material culture,
and theories of art and art history, including his muchdebated neologism Kunstwollen (the will of art). At last, his
Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, which brings together
the diverse threads of his thought, is available to an Englishlanguage audience, in a superlative translation by Jacqueline
E. Jung. In one of the earliest and perhaps the most brilliant
of all art historical "surveys," Riegl addresses the different
visual arts within a sweeping conception of the history of
culture. His account derives, from Hegelian models but
decisively opens onto alternative pathways that continue to
complicate attempts to reduce art merely to the artist's
intentions or its social and historical functions. Book jacket.
In this collection of essays, the contributors investigate the
ways in which constructions of visuality are made, and what
these constructions imply for our appreciation of the visual
arts.
Should sight trump the other four senses when experiencing
and evaluating art? Art, History and the Senses: 1830 to the
Present questions whether the authority of the visual in 'visual
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culture' should be deconstructed, and focuses on the roles of
touch, taste, smell, and sound in the materiality of works of
art. From the nineteenth century onward, notions of
synaesthesia and the multi-sensorial were important to a
series of art movements from Symbolism to Futurism and
Installations. The essays in this collection evaluate works of
art at specific moments in their history, and consider how
senses other than the visual have (or have not) affected the
works' meaning. The result is a re-evaluation of sensory
knowledge and experience in the arts, encouraging a new
level of engagement with ideas of style and form.
Covering the history of homosexuality in art, this
comprehensive chronicle of gay and lesbian visual expression
covers the field, from the sexual practices of prehistoric
people, to satirical Medieval art, to the emergence of modernday gay institutions. 12,500 first printing. Tour.
With the dramatic rise of Freemasonry in the eighteenth
century, art played a fundamental role in its practice, rhetoric,
and global dissemination, while Freemasonry, in turn, directly
influenced developments in art. This mutually enhancing
relationship has only recently begun to receive its due. The
vilification of Masons, and their own secretive practices, have
hampered critical study and interpretation. As perceptions
change, and as masonic archives and institutions begin
opening to the public, the time is ripe for a fresh consideration
of the interconnections between Freemasonry and the visual
arts. This volume offers diverse approaches, and explores the
challenges inherent to the subject, through a series of eyeopening case studies that reveal new dimensions of wellknown artists such as Francisco de Goya and John Singleton
Copley, and important collectors and entrepreneurs, including
Arturo Alfonso Schomburg and Baron Taylor. Individual
essays take readers to various countries within Europe and to
America, Iran, India, and Haiti. The kinds of art analyzed are
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remarkably wide-ranging-porcelain, architecture, posters,
prints, photography, painting, sculpture, metalwork, and moreand offer a clear picture of the international scope of the
relationships between Freemasonry and art and their
significance for the history of modern social life, politics, and
spiritual practices. In examining this topic broadly yet deeply,
Freemasonry and the Visual Arts sets a standard for serious
study of the subject and suggests new avenues of
investigation in this fascinating emerging field.

History as Art, Art as History pioneers methods for using
contemporary works of art in the social studies and art
classroom to enhance an understanding of visual culture
and history. The fully-illustrated interdisciplinary teaching
toolkit provides an invaluable pedagogical
resource—complete with theoretical background and
practical suggestions for teaching U.S. history topics
through close readings of both primary sources and
provocative works of contemporary art. History as Art,
Art as History is an experientially grounded, practically
minded pedagogical investigation meant to push
teachers and students to think critically without
sacrificing their ability to succeed in a standards-driven
educational climate. Amid the educational debate
surrounding rigid, unimaginative tests, classroom scripts,
and bureaucratic mandates, this innovative book insists
on an alternate set of educational priorities that promotes
engagement with creative and critical thinking. Features
include: A thought-provoking series of framing essays
and interviews with contemporary artists address the
pivotal questions that arise when one attempts to think
about history and contemporary visual art together. An
8-page, full color insert of contemporary art, plus over 50
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black and white illustrations throughout. A Teaching
Toolkit covering major themes in U.S. history provides an
archive of suggested primary documents, plus
discussion suggestions and activities for putting theory
into practice. Teaching activities keyed to the social
studies and art curricula and teaching standards
Resources include annotated bibliographies for further
study and lists of arts and media organizations. This
sophisticated yet accessible textbook is a must-read
resource for any teacher looking to draw upon visual and
historical texts in their teaching and to develop innovative
curriculum and meaningful student engagement.
Karl Morrison discusses historical writing at a turning
point in European culture: the so-called Renaissance of
the twelfth century. Why do texts considered at that time
to be masterpieces seem now to be fragmentary and full
of contradictions? Morrison maintains that the answer
comes from ideas about art. Viewing histories as artifacts
made according to the same aesthetic principles as
paintings and theater, he shows that twelfth-century
authors and audiences found unity not in what the
reason read in a text but in what the imagination read
into it: they prized visual over verbal imagination and
employed a circular, or nuclear, spectator-centered
perspective cast aside in the Renaissance of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Twelfth-century writers
assimilated and transformed a tradition of the conceptual
unity of all the arts and attributed that unity to the fact
that art both conceals and discloses. Recovering that
tradition, especially the methods and motives of
concealment, provides extraordinary insights into twelfthPage 17/20
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century ideas about the kingdom of God, the status of
women, and the nature of time itself. It also identifies a
strain in European thought that had striking affinities to
methods of perception familiar in Oriental religions and
that proved to be antithetic to later humanist traditions in
the West. Originally published in 1990. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of
the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access
to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Art History and Emergency assesses art history's role
and responsibilities in what has been described as the
"humanities crisis"--the perceived decline in the practical
applications of the humanities in modern times. This
timely collection of critical essays and creative pieces
addresses several thought-provoking questions on the
subject. For instance, as this so-called crisis is but the
latest of many, what part has "crisis" played in the
humanities' history? How are artists, art historians, and
professionals in related disciplines responding to current
pressures to prove their worth? How does one defend
the practical value of knowing how to think deeply about
objects and images without losing the intellectual
intensity that characterizes the best work in the
discipline? Does art history as we know it have a future?
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Since its original publication, Erwin Panofsky's "Meaning
in the Visual Arts" has been standard reading for
students of art history. It is both an introduction to the
study of art and, for those with more specialized
interests, a profound discussion of art and life in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance. Panofsky's historical
technique reveals an abundance of detail, detail he
skillfully relates to the life and work of individual painters
and their times. The papers in this volume represent a
cross-section of Panofsky's major work. Included are
selections from his well-known "Studies in Iconology"
and "The Life and Art of Albrecht Durer," plus an
introduction and an epilogue--"The History of Art as a
Humanistic Discipline" and "Three Decades of Art
History in the United States: Impressions of a
Transplanted European"--as well as pieces written
especially for this collection. All display Panofsky's vast
erudition and deep commitment to a humanistic
conception of art and art history.
How artists, historians and theorists have diagrammed
art's lineages, from the Middle Ages to Fluxus
Genealogies of Art analyzes the visual representations of
art history made by artists, critics, designers, theorists
and poets alike, from the genealogical trees of the 12th
through the 15th centuries and the Renaissance to more
recent information graphics, including paintings,
sketches, maps, plans, prints, drawings and diagrams.
The conceptual core of the book is the famed chart that
Alfred H. Barr, first director of the Museum of Modern
Art, composed for the cover of his landmark exhibition
Cubism and Abstract Art in 1936, which sought to trace
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the origins of abstract art from 1890 to 1936. Around this
paradigmatic chart is gathered a tremendous pageant of
works by great polymaths and thinkers, including Guy
Debord's situationist maps; the Guerrilla Girls' "Guerrillas
in the Midst of History"; Athanasius Kircher's baroqueera trees of knowledge; George Maciunas' Fluxus
diagrams; André Malraux's Museum without Walls; Otto
Neurath's charts and isotypes; Ad Reinhardt's collaged
histories of art; Ward Shelley's Who Invented the AvantGarde?; Maurice Stein, Larry Miller and Marshall
Henrichs' Blueprint for Counter Education; Aby
Warburg's legendary Mnemosyne Atlas; and many
others. Across 450 pages, Genealogies of Art
reproduces more than 500 images. In addition to these,
Astrit Schmidt-Burkhardt contributes an essay titled "The
Diagrammatic Shift," following by Manuel Lima's "Trees
of Knowledge: The Diagrammatic Traditions of the
Middle Ages and the Renaissance," both of which
contextualize the relevance of this form throughout
history. Uwe Fleckner explores the use of diagrammatic
visualization in curatorial and collecting activities, as in
the cases of Carl Einstein or Aby Warburg; and the
Picasso specialist Eugenio Carmona looks at Alfred H.
Barr's conception of Picasso's work, in his text "Barr,
Cubism and Picasso: Paradigm and 'Anti-paradigm.'"
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